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Characterizing different motility-induced regimes in active matter with machine learning and noise
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We examine motility-induced phase separation (MIPS) in two-dimensional run-and-tumble disk systems using
both machine learning and noise fluctuation analysis. Our measures suggest that within the MIPS state there are
several distinct regimes as a function of density and run time, so that systems with MIPS transitions exhibit
an active fluid, an active crystal, and a critical regime. The different regimes can be detected by combining an
order parameter extracted from principal component analysis with a cluster stability measurement. The principal
component-derived order parameter is maximized in the critical regime, remains low in the active fluid, and
has an intermediate value in the active crystal regime. We demonstrate that machine learning can better capture
dynamical properties of the MIPS regimes compared to more standard structural measures such as the maximum
cluster size. The different regimes can also be characterized via changes in the noise power of the fluctuations in
the average speed. In the critical regime, the noise power passes through a maximum and has a broad spectrum
with a 1/ f 1.6 signature, similar to the noise observed near depinning transitions or for solids undergoing plastic
deformation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Active matter denotes systems composed of self-propelling
agents or particles that move using internal driving or energy
harvested from the surrounding environment [1–3]. Examples
of active matter include bacteria [4], engineered systems such
as robots [5], and colloidal particles that move using a va-
riety of mechanisms [3,6,7] such as light [8,9] or magnets
[10]. One of the most studied phenomena found in models of
interacting active particles, such as active disks, is motility-
induced phase segregation (MIPS), which occurs even for
systems with only repulsive interactions when the persistence
of the motion is large enough. In MIPS, for densities well
below those at which the system can uniformly crystallize,
the system phase-separates into a dense or crystalline phase
coexisting with a low-density gas [11]. Although MIPS has
generally been regarded as a single phase [6,8,12,13], its
intrinsically dynamic nature means that there could be differ-
ent dynamic regimes or changing structures within the MIPS
state.

Various studies have noted interruptions to MIPS due to
mechanisms such as polar alignment between neighboring
particles [14], inertia [15], or large-scale shear motions due
to the high speed of individual particles [16]. Work on low-
density, apolar active matter has shown the cluster size and
average speed of active colloids exhibit power law distribu-
tions [17]. Experiments have revealed a variety of phases
in suspensions of bacteria [4] and run-and-tumble Quincke
rollers [18], though in these systems the hydrodynamics of
the suspending fluids may play a role. Furthermore, torque can
mediate an active clustered phase distinct from MIPS [19]. In
very dense active matter, different kinds of intermittency have
been found as a function of activity when the system is a solid
[20].

To characterize MIPS, a number of traditional measure-
ments are commonly used that have been adapted from
equilibrium systems, such as average cluster size, the radial
distribution function, or the amount of bond orientational
order [21]. Such measures were designed to distinguish a
variety of transitions including short- versus long-range or-
der or order-order structural phase transitions; however, these
measures may fail to detect notable features due to dynamic
changes or the fluctuating inhomogeneity of particle environ-
ments. As a result, the measures may give the same signal for
states where distinct types of dynamical motion is occurring
if the static structures in these states are sufficiently similar.

Machine learning (ML) is being employed to an increasing
extent as a method for characterizing active matter [22,23].
In some ML approaches, a variety of factors are combined
into a single optimized order parameter, 〈P1〉, that can make
it possible to identify different dynamics in strongly nonequi-
librium systems. In previous work, machine learning has been
used to discern phases in soft nonactive granular disks and a
variety of equilibrium [24] and nonequilibrium systems [25],
as well as to find transitions between different dynamical
nonequilibrium phases in driven systems [26].

Another frequently used characterization method for
nonequilibrium driven systems is measuring features in noise
fluctuations [27,28], such as the Barkhausen noise in driven
magnetic systems [29]. Similar measures have been ap-
plied to sliding charge density waves [30], the depinning
of superconducting vortices [31–34], driven systems with
quenched disorder [35], and glass transitions in electron sys-
tems [36,37]. The power spectrum constructed from a time
series of some fluctuating quantity can show transitions from a
narrow band signature, indicative of the presence of a charac-
teristic frequency, to broad band or 1/ f α noise characteristics,
where the exponent α can range from α = 0, associated with
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white noise, to values as large as α = 2.0 in many systems.
The noise power, S0, obtained by integrating the power spec-
trum over a particular frequency window [38], often peaks
when the system goes through an equilibrium [39] or nonequi-
librium [33,34] phase transition. In the case of crackling noise,
there can be a disorder-induced critical point at which the
system exhibits a broad distribution of avalanche sizes as
well as power law fluctuation spectra [40,41], and in some
cases, noise measurements can be used to identify the uni-
versality class of the underlying phase transition. Despite the
widespread use of noise measures to characterize collective
dynamics in condensed matter systems, noise analysis has
not been applied systematically to active matter. Much of
the microscopic dynamics in active matter systems can be
accessed directly in both simulations and experiments, so time
series of a variety of quantities should readily be available in
many of these systems.

Here we perform numerical simulations of two-
dimensional (2D) systems of run-and-tumble active disks
at varied densities and persistence lengths both inside and
outside of the MIPS state, and show that unsupervised
machine learning and noise analysis can be used to identify
distinct dynamical regimes within MIPS. We show that ML is
better able to characterize dynamical behaviors in the MIPS
state than traditional clustering measures. Based on our ML
and noise analysis, we propose that there are three regimes
in systems that exhibit MIPS behavior. In the active fluid
or non-MIPS regime where there is no clustering, the ML
principal component-derived order parameter 〈P1〉 and the
noise power S0 are both low. In the active crystal regime
found for high persistence lengths and high densities, the
system has large-scale crystalline order and both 〈P1〉 and
S0 have intermediate values. Finally, in the critical regime at
intermediate persistence lengths and intermediate densities,
both 〈P1〉 and S0 are large. We find that 〈P1〉 passes through
its maximum value in the critical regime, where we also
observe the largest velocity noise power S0 along with
broadband noise spectra of the form 1/ f 1.6. Both 〈P1〉 and S0

have nonmonotonic signatures and, after reaching maximum
values, decrease as either the density or the persistence length
is increased. For intermediate densities, the cluster stability
measure also peaks in the same persistence length region as
the peaks in 〈P1〉 and S0 before decreasing again at higher
persistence lengths. The dynamics in the critical regime
resemble those of systems exhibiting plastic depinning,
which also show a peak in the noise power and similar 1/ f α

noise signatures. At higher densities, the values of both the
noise power and the first principal component-derived order
parameter are reduced.

II. SIMULATION AND SYSTEM

We model the active particles as Nd disks interacting via
excluded volume with no polar alignment. The disks are con-
fined in a 2D system of size L × L with side length L = 60.0
and with periodic boundary conditions in the x and y di-
rections. Each disk has a fixed radius of rd = 0.5. The disk
positions are initialized at randomly chosen nonoverlapping
locations, and the system is allowed to evolve into a steady
state. We vary the packing fraction or area density of the

disks φ = πr2
dNd/L2 by changing Nd while holding the disk

radius and sample size fixed. For most of the results presented
here, we work at densities φ that are well below the jamming
density φJ ≈ 0.9 of monodisperse passive disks [42].

Each disk self-propels under an active force �F a
i and runs

in a randomly chosen constant direction m̂i for τ simulation
time steps, where τ is the persistence time, before perform-
ing an instantaneous tumble and selecting a new randomly
chosen direction. We fix the magnitude of the active force
to F a = 1.0 for each disk and initialize the clock of each
particle, which tracks the amount of time since the last tum-
ble, to random values in the range [0, τ ] so that individual
disks tumble at randomly distributed times. In the absence of
other interactions, a disk would travel a distance rl = F aτ�t
during a single run interval, where the simulation time step is
�t = 0.002.

Disk-disk interactions are modeled by a short-range har-
monic repulsive force

�F dd
i j = kd(�ri − �r j )�(|�ri − �r j | − 2rd ) (1)

for disks with positions �ri and �r j , where the spring constant
kd = 50 and � is the Heaviside step function. The over-
damped equation of motion for an individual disk i is

η�vi = �F a
i +

Nd∑
i �= j

�F dd
i j , (2)

where η = 1 is the damping constant representing the vis-
cosity of the implicit suspending liquid. We integrate the
equations of motion with a standard forward Euler algorithm
[43].

III. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
OF DISK SYSTEMS

For the machine learning, we employ principal component
analysis (PCA) [44], which calculates directions of maxi-
mum variance in a data set comprised of M samples of N
measurements. PCA can identify patterns in large data sets
and perform dimensionality reduction tasks. In condensed
matter applications, it has been shown that an order pa-
rameter derived from PCA can be used to identify phase
transitions in on-lattice, Ising spin-type systems by operat-
ing directly with matrices describing spin states [45,46]. To
perform PCA on off-lattice systems of interacting disks, we
construct matrices containing the instantaneous interparticle
distances, ri j = |�ri − �r j |. The measurement is described in
detail in Refs. [24,26]. The distance matrices are calculated
for a subset of probe particles rather than for all particles in the
system, and it is important to sort the interparticle distances in
order to construct the feature vector �fi for each probe particle
i:

�fi = [ri0, ri1, ri2, . . . , ri j, . . . , rin]. (3)

with ri0 < ri1 < · · · < rin. We selected Np probe particles and
n + 1 neighbors per probe. It is necessary to prewhiten the fea-
ture vector based upon a PCA analysis of an ideal gas, giving a
whitened feature factor �f w

i = W0 �fi, where the transformation
matrix W0 results from applying PCA to �fi obtained from a
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simulation of an ideal gas. The principal components are then
calculated according to

�pi = W �f w
i . (4)

The transformation matrix W results from applying PCA to
�f w obtained during a full simulation. The machine learning

derived order parameter 〈P1〉 is defined as the normalized av-
erage of the absolute value of the first entry p1 of the principal
component vector �pi,

〈P1〉 = 〈|p1|〉/
√

λ1, (5)

where λ1 is the eigenvalue associated with the first principal
component. PCA performs best when the variance is high,
so we analyze feature matrices constructed with data from
multiple time steps that span all possible transitions in the
system. For example, we calculate the features every 1000
simulation time steps during a period of 106 simulation steps
in order to permit comparison between early (transient) and
late (steady state) phenomena. After obtaining the value of W
from PCA performed on an entire simulation, we apply W to
individual time steps in order to compute P1(t ) for Np probe
particles per time step. Throughout this work we perform
this analysis with Np = 1000. We note that we tested other
values of Np and found that the results were similar as long as
Np > 100.

In addition to PCA, we apply several other measures to our
system. To separate the clusters from the surrounding gas, we
use a bond orientational order parameter calculated [21] using
the algorithm described in Ref. [47]. This algorithm computes
the local tensorial bond orientational order parameter q6 and
is a standard measure employed for soft particles that tend
to form close packed hexagonal structures. From q6(i) we
separate the disks into three populations. The fraction of disks
that are inside crystalline clusters is

nx = N−1
d

Nd∑
i

�[q6(i) − xc]�(Ni − 4),

where xc is a minimum threshold value of q6(i) and all of
the clustered disks are required to have a minimum of four
neighbors. The fraction of disks that are on the edge of a
crystal is

ne = N−1
d

Nd∑
i

�[q6(i) − xc]�(Ni − 2)�(4 − Ni ),

where each disk has either two or three neighbors. Finally,
the remaining particles are classified as being in the gas state,
ng = 1 − nx − ne. We performed a similar analysis using a
Voronoi tessellation to identify the gas and edge disks based
on the Voronoi cell area and obtained similar results.

IV. CLUSTER FORMATION AND EVOLUTION

In Fig. 1(a) we plot the structural order measures nx and
P1 as a function of time for a system with φ = 0.47 at a
persistence time of τ = 1 × 105, and in Fig. 1(b) we show the
corresponding measures for a sample with the same density
and τ = 1 × 106. Since the simulations are initialized with
the disks in random, nonoverlapping positions, there is no

FIG. 1. Structural order measurements nx (red), the fraction of
disks located in the bulk of crystalline clusters, and P1 (black), a
time dependent machine-learning derived order parameter, vs time
in simulation time steps for samples with φ = 0.47. The persistence
time is (a) τ = 1 × 105 and (b) τ = 1 × 106. Purple squares indicate
the times at which the disk images in Fig. 2 were obtained.

initial structural order, and both nx and P1 are low at early
times. The system quickly assembles into a MIPS state, with
a single large cluster forming within about t = 1 × 105 sim-
ulation time steps. For the sample with τ = 1 × 105, both P1

and nx grow rapidly at early times and reach a steady state
with nx ∼ 0.7 for t > 1 × 105. These quantities then fluctu-
ate by approximately 10% throughout the remainder of the
simulation. When τ = 1 × 106, the overall behavior is similar
but the fluctuations in the steady state are more pronounced.
Additionally, the steady-state value of nx for τ = 1 × 106

is only nx ∼ 0.41, indicating that the clusters are less sta-
ble for the larger value of τ . In both samples we find that
peaks and valleys in P1 and nx are correlated with each other,
and this behavior is most clearly visible in the sample with
τ = 1 × 106.

In Fig. 2 we illustrate the positions of the disks in a time
sequence extracted from the time series of Fig. 1 in order
to determine whether the peaks and valleys occurring in P1

and nx in Fig. 1 are correlated with structural changes in
the system. Figures 2(a)–2(d) show images from the sample
with τ = 1 × 105 and Figs. 2(e)–2(h) are for the sample with
τ = 1 × 106. The disks are colored according to whether they
belong to the crystalline nx subset, the gaseous ng subset,
or the edge ne subset according to the bond orientational
order parameter measurement. At early times, as shown for
t = 5 × 104 in Figs. 2(a) and 2(e), only small clusters have
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of two simulations of actively propelling disks at a density of φ = 0.47 for (a–d) τ = 1 × 105 and (e–h) τ =
1 × 106. The systems are shown at times of (a) 5 × 104, (b) 2 × 105, (c) 8.3 × 105, (d) 9 × 105, (e) 5 × 104, (f) 2 × 105, (g) 8.4 × 105, and (h)
9 × 105. These times are marked with purple squares in Fig 1. The disks are colored according to whether they belong to the crystalline fraction
nx (blue), the gaseous fraction ng (tan), or the cluster edges ne (red) as determined by the bond orientational order parameter measurement.

evolved from the initial disordered state of the system, indicat-
ing that smaller clusters are associated with small values of P1

and nx. The ML algorithm is able to discern the average clus-
ter size, with P1 = 0.25 for τ = 1 × 105 where the incipient
crystallites are small, but P1 = 0.55 for τ = 1 × 106 where
the incipient crystallites are larger. While both P1 and nx make
use of interparticle distances and local structural information,
P1 in general performs better than nx in detecting crystalline
signatures since it is able to capture ordering that extends
beyond the nearest neighbors.

Figures 2(b) and 2(f) show that for both values of τ , a large
active cluster forms at t = 2 × 105. Here P1 ≈ 1.0. At longer
times in the τ = 1 × 105 sample, both P1 and nx remain large
with P1 ≈ 0.9 and nx ≈ 0.7, indicating that the cluster size
reaches a steady state. This is consistent with the stable large
cluster visible in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The morphology of the
cluster continues to evolve as a function of time, with grain
boundaries forming and then disappearing, but the overall size
of the cluster remains nearly constant once it has formed.
In contrast, although a large cluster is still present in the
τ = 1 × 106 system at t = 8.4 × 105, as shown in Fig. 2(g),
this is followed by the rapid disassembly event illustrated in
Fig. 2(h). When the cluster disassembles, P1 drops by nearly
50% to P1 ≈ 0.6 and nx also drops by a somewhat smaller
amount of 40%. In the Supplemental Material we include a
video illustrating the disassembly of the cluster for this time
interval [48]. As indicated by the recovery of the value of P1

at later times in Fig. 1(b), the cluster repeatedly reforms and
disassembles for this value of τ . Thus, although there is clus-
tering for both τ = 1 × 105 and τ = 1 × 106, the τ = 1 × 105

cluster is stable while the τ = 1 × 106 cluster is strongly
fluctuating.

Both P1 and q6 are affected by the number of particles
participating in the largest active cluster and the local ordering
of particles. In general, P1 captures more information than q6.
To demonstrate this, in Fig. 3 we plot the metrics derived from
PCA for the entire time series obtained for the systems in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 with τ = 1 × 105 and τ = 1 × 106. The main
panel of Fig. 3 is a plot of the components of [q1], the first row
of the total transformation matrix Q = WW0, vs component
number k. Since the Q metric contains a geometric snapshot of
the neighbor environment for many probe particles, the quan-
tity [q1] provides information similar to the radial distribution

FIG. 3. [q1], the first row of the total transformation matrix Q =
WW0, vs component number k for the system in Figs. 1 and 2
with φ = 0.47 at τ = 1 × 105 (red) and τ = 1 × 106 (black). This
measure illustrates how PCA effectively weights g(r). Inset: The
normalized PCA eigenvalues λn vs n for the same samples.
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function g(r), with increasing k corresponding to increasing
values of r due to the fact that the feature vectors �f have
been sorted according to size. The PCA effectively performs
a weighting of g(r), as described in more detail in Ref. [26],
and in Fig. 3 we observe that the weightings differ when τ

is varied. At τ = 1 × 105, where stable large clusters form,
[q1] is strongly peaked at the regular spacings expected for a
crystalline lattice out to relatively large distances, indicating
that PCA has detected longer range crystalline ordering. In
contrast, for τ = 1 × 106, the weight at these crystalline peaks
is diminished and is replaced by greater weight at a continuum
of longer distances, representative of the increased amount
of gas phase present. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the nor-
malized eigenvalues λn sorted by magnitude, corresponding
to the ranked principal components plotted as a function of
element index n. This is a typical performance measurement
of PCA’s ability to reduce the dimensionality of the feature
space. Here the rapid decrease in λn with n demonstrates that
the first few principal components are able to capture most
of the information in the data set. The ratio of λ1 to λ2 is
higher for τ = 1 × 105 than for 1 × 106, indicating that more
of the feature space can be described by the first principal
component in the τ = 1 × 105 system. This is consistent with
the enhanced amount of crystalline ordering that appears at
τ = 1 × 105.

To show more clearly how time-resolved P1 values corre-
late with the actual dynamics of the system, in Figs. 4(a)–4(d)
we illustrate the particle positions during the destruction of a
large cluster due to a void formation process for a system with
φ = 0.6 and τ = 1 × 106. The fragments of grain boundaries
visible as chains of red particles in Fig. 4(a) coalesce into
a prominent longer and thicker grain boundary in Fig. 4(b).
The evolution of the grain boundaries is controlled in part by
the one-dimensional stringlike motion of vacancies through
the crystalline regions [49–52], visible as white streaks in the
figure. A vacancy cannot remain stable inside the crystalline
region but travels quite rapidly toward vacancy sink areas [53]
consisting of grain boundaries and the edges of the cluster.
The vacancies can move at speeds considerably higher than
the motion of a free individual disk, and their movement also
becomes increasingly one-dimensional as the density of the
system becomes higher [54]. In Fig. 4(c) continued absorption
of vacancies by the grain boundary results in the opening of
a void area that serves as a vacancy sink location, and the
effectiveness of this sink increases as the outer contour of
the void becomes longer. Further growth of the void causes
the cluster to break apart, as illustrated in Fig. 4(d). We find
that when τ = 1 × 105, vacancies are short lived and tend to
be reabsorbed by the crystal almost as quickly as they form,
while when τ = 1 × 106, the vacancies are able to persist for
much longer times and can travel distances on the order of the
size of the cluster. This can also be seen in the supplemental
movies [48].

In Fig. 4(e) we plot nx and P1 vs time for the φ = 0.6 and
τ = 1 × 106 system illustrated in Figs. 4(a)–4(d). The purple
squares correspond to the times at which images of the void
formation and growth were obtained. Although there is a weak
dip in nx of about 15% over this time interval, it is difficult to
tell from nx that anything unusual is happening to the cluster

FIG. 4. [(a–d)] Illustration of the time evolution of the formation
of a void in a sample with φ = 0.6 and τ = 1 × 105. The system
is shown at times of (a) 6.7 × 105, (b) 6.72 × 105, (c) 6.8 × 105,
and (d) 7.0 × 105. The disks are colored according to whether they
belong to nx (blue), ng (tan), or ne (red). An animation of this time
sequence is available in the supplemental material [48]. (e) Time se-
ries of P1 (black) and nx (red) for the same system. Times 6.7 × 105,
6.8 × 105, and 7.0 × 105, corresponding to the interval illustrated in
panels [(a)–(d)], are highlighted with purple squares. We note that
the times of panels (a) and (b) are so close together that they overlap
on the scale of the squares, so only the time of panel (a) is shown.

structure. In contrast, P1 exhibits a pronounced dip of 35%
as the cluster disintegrates. When the cluster is still largely
intact in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), P1 has a high value of P1 ≈ 0.9,
but when the cluster splits apart, P1 drops to P1 ≈ 0.59. The
reassembly of the cluster (not illustrated) at slightly later times
is accompanied by a recovery of the value of P1 back to its
former level of P1 ≈ 0.9. This shows that P1 captures many
more features than are found in standard measures used to
characterize MIPS, and that even the time evolution of P1

contains useful information.
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FIG. 5. (a) Average speed 〈V 〉 vs time for samples with φ = 0.45
and τ = 1, 100, 103, 104, 105, 106, and 107, from top to bottom. For
clarity, only a subset of all of the values of τ for which time series
were collected are shown. The curves are colored according to the
legend in panel (b). (b) Noise spectra S( f ) obtained from the time
series in panel (a). The dashed line indicates a fit performed over the
entire range of the velocity data to S( f ) ∝ 1/ f α with α = 1.6.

V. VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS AND NOISE POWER

Since we have obtained a time-dependent measure capable
of capturing the evolution of the MIPS structure in the steady
state, it is interesting to examine the time series of related
fluctuating quantities in more detail. For many systems such
as magnetic domain walls [28,29], charge density waves, [30],
Wigner crystals [37], and vortices in type II superconductors
[31–35], under application of an external drive it is possible to
analyze fluctuations in the velocity or resistance for different
conditions. In the active matter system, the net velocity is zero
since there is no net bias in the run-and-tumble motion and on
average the particles move in all directions at once; however,
we can still measure the average speed of all the particles
as a function of time since this quantity remains finite. We
compute the average speed 〈V 〉 according to

〈V 〉 = 1

Nd

Nd∑
i

√
(�vi · x̂)2 + (�vi · ŷ)2, (6)

where the average is taken over all particles at an instant in
time.

In Fig. 5(a) we plot 〈V 〉 vs time for systems with φ = 0.45
at τ = 1 × 100, 1 × 102, 1 × 103, 1 × 104, 1 × 105, 1 × 106,
and 1 × 107. For 1 < τ < 1 × 104, the system is in a fluid
phase where 〈V 〉 fluctuates weakly and the magnitude of 〈V 〉
decreases monotonically with increasing τ . When τ = 1, ev-

ery particle tumbles at every time step so the persistence of the
motion drops to zero and the particle motion is unimpeded,
giving 〈V 〉 = F a = 1. As τ increases in the fluid state, more
collisions occur between particles, causing them to slow and
decreasing the average speed. Some small clusters begin to
form for τ = 1 × 104, leading to an increase in the charac-
teristic timescale of fluctuations in 〈V 〉. At τ = 1 × 105 the
system has entered the MIPS phase, where there are large
fluctuations in 〈V 〉 and we observe formation of a large clus-
ter. For τ = 1 × 106 and 1 × 107, the system is still in a
MIPS state but the fluctuations of 〈V 〉 are diminished and the
magnitude of 〈V 〉 has increased compared to the τ = 1 × 105

system, consistent with the clusters being more stable at τ =
1 × 105 than at τ = 1 × 106, as described in Sec. IV.

The time series of 〈V 〉 can be characterized with the power
spectrum

S( f ) =
∣∣∣∣
∫

〈V (t )〉 exp (i f t ) dt

∣∣∣∣
2

, (7)

where f = 2πω is the frequency. Note that this measure
differs from the density fluctuations examined in previous
work [11]. In Fig. 5(b) we plot S( f ) for the time series from
Fig. 5(a). For τ = 1, S( f ) is nearly flat across six decades of
frequency, indicative of white noise. As τ increases, we find a
transition from white noise to a power law spectrum with

S( f ) ∝ f −α, (8)

where the amount of noise power at low frequencies increases
significantly in the power law regime. For τ = 1 × 105 we
obtain a fit to α = 1.6 using the algorithm in Ref. [55]. We
find similar values of α for τ = 1 × 106 and 1 × 107, although
both the range of the power law and the magnitude of the low
frequency noise power are greatest at τ = 1 × 105.

Transitions from white noise to 1/ f α noise accompanied
by peaks in the low-frequency noise power are observed in
many driven systems that exhibit depinning [35]. In experi-
ments on the depinning of superconducting vortices, Marley
et al. [31] found exponents ranging from α = 1.5 to α = 2.0
in the peak effect region, where the motion of the vortices is
expected to be plastic. In studies of vortex avalanches, expo-
nents of α = 1.5 were observed in the power law distribution
of avalanche sizes for drives just above depinning, while α

increased to α = 2.0 as the driving rate was increased [32]. In
simulations of the depinning of 2D vortex assemblies, α ≈ 1.5
to 1.9 depending on the strength of the quenched disorder in
the sample [33,35,56]. Simulations of yielding transitions in
2D amorphous solids undergoing avalanches have produced
power law dependences with α = 1.25–1.35 [57].

Power law behavior arises near a critical point because the
diverging length scales that emerge lead to larger and larger
amounts of low-frequency noise. For the nonequilibrium ran-
dom field Ising model near a disorder-induced nonequilibrium
critical point, noise power spectra with α = 1.77 are observed
[41], and the relationship between the value of α and the
critical exponents associated with the transition is given by
α = 1/σνz. Chen and Yu [39] examined noise fluctuations
in Ising and Potts models and found that the noise power of
energy fluctuations reaches a maximum at the magnetic phase
transition, with white noise appearing above and below the
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FIG. 6. Heat map of CL, the fraction of particles in the largest
cluster, as a function of φ vs τ . The black line indicates points where
CL = 0.5.

transition. For the Ising model, α = 1.0, while for the Potts
model, α = 1.56. If magnetization fluctuations are considered
instead of energy fluctuations, power law noise still arises with
α = 1.8 for the Ising model and α = 1.7 for the Potts model.

VI. φ-τ HEAT DIAGRAMS

One of the most common measures of motility-induced
phase separation is the fraction of particles CL contained in the
largest connected cluster [58]. CL is obtained algorithmically
via an efficient method for grouping particles into clusters
based on particle-particle contact information. Although CL is
similar to nx, it does not distinguish whether the arrangement
of the particles is crystalline, but determines only whether the
particles are in contact with each other. In Fig. 6 we plot
a heat map of CL as a function of φ vs τ ; the black line
indicates points where CL = 0.5. We observe MIPS phases for
τ � 1 × 103. For τ < 1 × 103 and φ > 0.7, the system is suf-
ficiently dense that the value of CL is large, but this is the result
of a percolating network of particle-particle contacts rather
than the formation of a MIPS cluster. Here the persistence
time is too small to stabilize dense MIPS structures. Instead,
the contacts are filamentary in nature and readily form and
disappear, but the number of contacts present at any one time
is similar to the number of contacts in the MIPS state. The
cluster measure CL cannot distinguish filamentary contacts
from dense contacts and thus gives the same signature in the
dense active fluid as in a MIPS state. For lower densities in
the active liquid state, the number of simultaneously present
contacts drops and CL becomes small again, but this does not
indicate a change of phase. In particular, the velocity noise
remains liquidlike for both low and high particle densities in
the active liquid state, as described below.

For 0.4 < φ < 0.5 and 1 × 104 < τ < 1 × 106 in Fig. 6,
CL exhibits reentrance as a function of τ . Since CL can dis-
tinguish only between the presence or absence of extended
networks of particle contacts, and cannot distinguish a cluster
from a percolating contact network, it is necessary to turn
to other measures to determine whether additional subphases
exist within the MIPS state, such as the stable and unstable
clusters described in Sec. IV for different values of τ .

In Fig. 7(a) we plot the noise power S0 vs τ for a sample
with φ = 0.45. To obtain the noise power, we integrate S( f )

FIG. 7. (a) Low-frequency noise power S0 vs τ for samples with
φ = 0.45. (b) Heat map of S0 as a function of φ vs τ . Black points
indicate denote (φ, τ ) pairs for which the noise is white and S0 has a
very low value.

over a small interval at low frequencies,

S0 =
∫ f1

f0

S( f ) df . (9)

We average the measurement of S0 over several intervals
( f0, f1) and report the measure with an associated error. We
find that S0 increases steadily from τ = 1, with a sharp in-
crease occurring near τ = 1 × 104. The noise power reaches
a peak near τ = 5 × 104 and stabilizes onto a plateau for
τ > 1 × 105.

Figure 7(b) shows a heat map of S0 plotted as a function of
φ vs τ . In the active fluid phase, the noise power is low and the
power spectra are white. For φ > 0.75 and τ < 1 × 103, the
noise is low and the power spectra are white even though CL

is high, indicating that the system is not in the MIPS state. We
find that S0 is nonmonotonic and reaches its highest values for
5 × 104 � τ � 5 × 105 and 0.35 < φ < 0.55, which is also
the region where CL becomes reentrant as a function of τ . In
this regime, the velocity noise has a 1/ f α signature with α ≈
1.6. Elsewhere in the MIPS regime, the velocity noise still has
a 1/ f α tail but the value of S( f ) saturates at low frequencies,
whereas in the critical regime where S0 is largest, the power
law behavior of the velocity noise extends over the greatest
range of frequencies. The black line in Fig. 7(b) indicates the
points at which CL = 0.5, showing that more information can
be extracted from the behavior of S0 than from the behavior of
CL alone. In particular, the noise measurement captures some
features outside of the boundary delineated by the CL mea-
surement. Near τ = 1 × 105 there is large noise all the way
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FIG. 8. (a) 〈P1〉 vs τ for varied disk density φ = 0.4 (purple),
0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, and 0.8 (red), from top to bottom.
(b) Heat map of 〈P1〉 as a function of φ vs τ . The black line indicates
points at which CL = 0.5. This figure was composed using 500 GB
of feature data extracted from 90 simulations.

down to φ = 0.3, while the cluster measurement was large
only down to φ = 0.4. At the low density of φ = 0.3, there are
short-lived loosely packed clusters in which the particle speed
drops, but these clusters are not compact enough to register in
the CL measurement.

The results in Fig. 7(a) are similar to the noise power
measurements obtained in driven systems, where a maximum
in the noise power occurs at a dynamical transition and is then
followed by a decrease in noise. Chen and Yu found that the
noise power peaks at the critical point for equilibrium phase
transitions [39]. For driven systems with quenched disorder
that undergo plastic depinning, such as superconducting vor-
tices, there is a peak in the noise power within the plastic
flow phase where strong distortions of the vortex lattice are
occurring. The noise power decreases when the system is
more strongly driven since the number of plastic events is
reduced [31,33,35]. In the active system, as τ increases, the
cluster structure becomes more crystalline and fewer plastic
events occur. For φ > 0.55, the peak in S0 is reduced in
magnitude and becomes more of a plateau. This suggests that
the transition into the MIPS state has properties associated
with a critical phase transition, and that in the region spanning
0.35 < φ < 0.6 these critical properties are visible, while for
larger φ and higher τ , the system is not critical.

We next measure the time-averaged quantity 〈P1〉 for varied
τ and φ to see whether the ML detects features that are similar
or different from what appears in CL and S0. In Fig. 8(a) we
plot 〈P1〉 vs τ for samples with φ = 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6,

0.65, 0.7, 0.75, and 0.8. Here feature data are evaluated every
1 × 105 time steps across 106 simulation steps, where the
early-time transients have been excluded from the measure-
ment and are combined into a single matrix for evaluation of
principal components. We obtain similar results if we perform
the measurement over a period of 109 time steps. We limit
the measurement to the regime τ � 106 because for longer
running times it becomes difficult to analyze the data. In the
liquid phase, 〈P1〉 is low even for φ = 0.8 where CL is high.
For 0.4 < φ < 0.55 in the lower density portion of the MIPS
regime, there is a peak in 〈P1〉 that also coincides with the peak
in S0. For φ > 0.55, 〈P1〉 decreases and saturates to a level
higher than its value in the liquid phase, since MIPS is still
present. In Fig. 8(b) we plot a heat map of 〈P1〉 as a function
of φ vs τ along with the boundary line indicating the points
where CL = 0.5. The structure of 〈P1〉 is similar to that of S0,
with the largest values of 〈P1〉 occurring in the low-density,
intermediate τ portion of the MIPS regime.

VII. DISCUSSION

The different features in CL, S0, and 〈P1〉 suggest that there
could be different regimes within the MIPS phase. For exam-
ple, at high φ and high τ , 〈P1〉 and S0 have intermediate values
but CL is high. This regime could be described as consisting of
active crystals where there are still fluctuations or intermittent
motion giving rise to avalanche-like rearrangements inside the
crystals, but the size of these rearrangements is cut off so that
the magnitude of the low-frequency noise is reduced. Mandal
et al. [20] considered the limit of dense active systems and
varied both the motor force and the persistence time. At small
motor forces, the system is in a dynamically arrested state but
is still active so that it can be described as an active crystal. At
high motor forces the system shows intermittent plastic yield-
ing, while for even higher motor forces, the system becomes
a liquid due to interpenetration of the particles. A similar
breakdown of clustering due to particle interpenetration was
observed earlier [59]. In our case, we hold the motor force
fixed so that particle interpenetration remains unimportant
even as the density increases. For high density and larger
values of τ , our system remains in the active crystal state
but becomes more frozen and exhibits reduced intermittency.
We argue that for the dense system, the noise will be small
in the active crystal but high when the motor force becomes
large enough to induce plastic deformations. Such deforma-
tions would give rise to a 1/ f α velocity fluctuation signature
and large noise, and the noise power would decrease again
in the active liquid state. For dense systems with very low
persistence length τ , the system behaves more like a jammed
solid with low noise and low 〈P1〉. The critical regime we
find where 〈P1〉 and S0 are large could be associated with a
second-order transition into the MIPS phase or some other
type of critical regime similar to the criticality associated with
plastic depinning. In the schematic phase diagram plotted as
a function of φ vs τ in Fig. 9, one can ask what is the nature
of the transitions upon crossing from one phase to another.
For example, the transition from an active liquid to an active
crystal could be of second order. Another possibility is that
within the critical cluster region, large plastic deformations
cause the entire region to behave like a critical phase, similar
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FIG. 9. Schematic of the possible regimes inside the MIPS state
as a function of φ vs τ showing a jammed crystal, an active crystal,
a critical cluster region, and an active liquid.

to what is observed in depinning systems. Passing from the ac-
tive liquid to the critical cluster phase could occur via one type
of second-order transition, while going from the active liquid
directly to the active crystal state could be described as a
first-order transition or a second-order transition of a different
type. For example, the active liquid to active crystal transition
could be Ising-like, while the active liquid to critical cluster
transition could fall in the class of depinning transitions. Of
course, the entire system is nonequilibrium, so it is difficult to
answer whether these transitions can be compared directly to
the properties of equilibrium transitions; however, our results
suggest that at least the critical cluster phase seems to exhibit
critical properties.

The critical regime is characterized by high CL, high P1,
and high S0. In Fig. 9 we plot a suggested schematic phase
diagram as a function of φ vs τ showing an active liquid, a
jammed phase, an active crystal, and a critical cluster phase.
Table I provides a summary of these phases and the features
we use to distinguish them. In Fig. 10(a) we show a rep-
resentative particle configuration in the weakly active liquid
below MIPS at τ = 10 and φ = 0.3, where the particles are
well separated and all of the measures are low. For com-
parison, Fig. 10(b) shows an image of the jammed phase at
φ = 0.9 and τ = 10.0, where the system forms a uniform
crystal structure with some defects. In this low-activity region
there is little motion, so the noise power is low. To better
understand whether the boundaries drawn in the schematic are
true phase transitions, the best approach would be to perform
finite-size scaling simulations since the system size places a
limit on the long wavelength results. In this case, it would be

FIG. 10. (a) Particle configurations in the jammed phase showing
a uniform crystal with defects at φ = 0.9 and τ = 10; (b) the weak
active liquid phase at φ = 0.3 and τ = 10.

possible to determine whether the noise power or P1 continues
to grow with increasing system size near the boundary but
saturates away from the boundary. Normalizing the results by
1/L would allow an observation of behavior near a critical
point, if present, in which the noise power would saturate at
the critical point and decrease as 1/L away from the crucial
point. This analysis could also be applied to a critical region,
where the noise power would grow with system size for lower
frequencies or longer times over a range of values. The high-
frequency noise power would grow with increasing system
size in the critical regime. In contrast, in the active crystal
regime the noise power would saturate at a specific frequency,
which could correspond to a dynamical length scale. A similar
scaling analysis could be applied to the behavior of P1.

Our results suggest that the dynamics of vacancies play an
important role in determining whether the large MIPS cluster
can remain stable once it forms in the critical cluster regime,
or whether the cluster will repeatedly break apart and reform
in the active crystal regime. If we focus on the nucleation
of a single vacancy, a nucleation attempt can succeed if a
neighboring particle does not move into the newly formed
vacancy location [60]. The neighboring particle is confined
by the nearly crystalline surrounding cage of dense phase and
explores different directions of this cage at a rate of 1/τ . When
τ is low enough, the neighboring particle changes running
directions frequently and can explore the entire cage rapidly.
The rate of vacancy discovery decreases with increasing τ , so
that for high τ the ability to fill the vacancy decreases with
increasing τ since the neighboring particle is unable to find
the vacancy efficiently. As a result, vacancies are filled at a
maximal rate for the low-τ and low-φ portion of the MIPS
state, resulting in the emergence of a critical cluster regime.

At low φ there is no MIPS state because the collision
frequency between particles drops to values that are too low

TABLE I. Summary of the properties of the qualitative phases that are outlined in the schematic phase diagram of Fig. 9.

Phase Description CL P1 S0 Noise spectrum

I Jammed Dense crystal with little or no motion High Low Low White
II Active liquid No clustering Low Low Low White
III Critical cluster Stable cluster High High High 1/fα , α > 1.5
IV Active crystal Churning cluster High Intermediate Intermediate Lorentzian
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to sustain clusters. The clusters are the most stable at the onset
of MIPS and become less stable as φ increases. Vacancies can
nucleate anywhere inside an active solid and are not limited to
surface sites or favorable locations such as grain boundaries.
Given a crystalline patch of dense phase, there is some rate
R per unit surface area at which vacancies can nucleate per
unit time. As a result, the total number Nv of vacancies that
nucleate in a given time period is proportional to the total
surface area A of the cluster. The fraction CL of particles in
the largest cluster remains nearly constant as a function of φ

within the MIPS state, and the dense phase is a close-packed
crystal of particles so its density does not vary with φ. Thus
A must increase with increasing φ when CL remains constant
since there are more particles in the system. The total num-
ber of vacancy nucleation attempts therefore increases with
increasing φ. The nucleation success rate is determined by
the value of τ as described above. The largest stable clusters
appear when a low number of nucleation attempts is combined
with a low nucleation success rate, and this situation occurs
for intermediate τ at densities that are just above the transition
into the MIPS state. For higher values of τ or φ, a larger
number of vacancies successfully nucleate inside the active
crystal, where they can cluster into voids and destabilize the
crystal as a function of time, resulting in the emergence of the
active crystal state.

In recent work, the motion of grain boundaries [61] and
critical coexistence in MIPS-forming repulsive active matter
systems [62] have been considered. One study suggested that
MIPS falls into the Ising universality class [63]; however,
the work of Shi et al. [62] indicates that this is unlikely to
be the case but that the system does exhibit critical prop-
erties through the MIPS phase. Our results suggest that the
MIPS state could in fact be composed of multiple phases,
likely as a result of the differing dynamics of grain bound-
aries or topological defects in the cluster structure as the
system parameters are tuned. It may be possible that MIPS
systems exhibit Ising features for specific ranges of activity
and density, but in other regimes have features consistent with
nonequilibrium critical depinning phenomena.

We note that in our measurements we ensure that the sys-
tem is in a steady state and exclude any early-time transients.
We have performed simulations extending out to 109 time
steps for some selected parameters [48], where we find that
the results do not change, and the locations of the different
regimes in the phase diagram are the same. When we run the
simulations out to longer times, the noise peak in the critical
cluster regime grows relative to the noise power in the other
regimes due to the 1/ f α character of the noise in the critical
cluster regime. Longer simulations permit the sampling of
lower noise frequencies, giving increasing noise power in the
critical regime where the noise has a power law character, but

leading to a saturation in the other regimes where the noise is
either white or has a Lorentzian form in which the power law
has a low-frequency cutoff.

Some future directions would be to use supervised machine
learning methods for characterizing active matter systems.
There are also various ways to characterize the system with
different kinds of clustering methods, such as was recently
proposed for describing the Vicsek model in terms of multiple
phases going beyond merely flocking and nonflocking [64].
In this way, machine learning combined with other cluster
measures could allow for further analysis and understanding
of active and nonequilibrium systems in general.

VIII. SUMMARY

We have analyzed motility-induced phase separation in
a two-dimensional active disk system using noise analysis
and a machine learning principal component analysis (PCA).
We show that PCA can capture time-dependent features such
as cluster rearrangements and breakups better than standard
structural measures such as the fraction of particles in the
largest cluster. We also compute the power spectra of the time
fluctuations in the average speed of the particles and find that
in the active fluid, the noise is white and the noise power is
low, but in the MIPS state, the noise has a 1/ f α signature with
α = 1.6, similar to what is found in depinning systems or sys-
tems in a critical state. We find that the PCA principal compo-
nent and the noise power can be combined along with cluster
size to characterize different dynamic states within MIPS. For
intermediate persistence lengths and densities, we find that the
principal component and noise power are large and there is
a reentrant feature in the cluster size. At large densities and
high persistence length the principal component is low and
the noise power is immediate, while in the active fluid phase,
all of the quantities are low. From these measures, we propose
that the MIPS state can be divided into an active crystal phase,
a critical MIPS phase, and a jammed phase, in addition to the
fluid phase that occurs outside of the MIPS regime.
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